
   

SUMMERVELD EQUINE HOSPITAL 
PRESENTS 

 

ULTIMATE PERFORMERS COMPETITION 
 

Enter the Marriott Summer Series at Shongweni Club to be eligible to win weekly prizes and be a potential 
overall winner of the Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate performers. 
 
How it works: 
After the first Wednesday competition the judges will name a short list of riders showing potential to be 
Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performers.  
This list will be posted on our Facebook page, so be sure to visit our page to see if you are a potential winner. 
 
From the third Wednesday competition the judges will declare the week’s winner according to the following 
criteria: 
 

1. Horse condition (health, body condition and soundness) 
2. Rider & horse turn out (cleanliness of tack, cleanliness of horse and rider attire) 
3. Horse & rider combination (control in arena and harmony of combination) 
4. Attitude towards horse (care and kindness towards horse) 
5. MOST IMPORTANTLY - Overall improvement from previous week 

 
Every week the winner of that weeks’ Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performers will receive:  

 A Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performers trophy. 

 A Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performers, Marriott Summer Series 2018 cap. 

 And the bragging rights for that week’s Summerveld Equine Hospital’s Ultimate Performers. 
 
On completion of the series the four weekly winners will be eligible for the top 3 Summerveld Equine 
Hospital Ultimate Performers prizes. 
 

 Second runner up  
- A Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performers, Marriott Summer Series 2018 Numnah. 

 Runner up  
- A Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performers, Marriott Summer Series 2018 Numnah  
- And a Summerveld Equine Hospital gift voucher. 

 Winner 
- A Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performers Floating trophy 
- A Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performer, Marriott Summer Series 2018 day sheet 
- A Summerveld Equine Hospital Ultimate Performer, Marriott Summer Series 2018 sash 
- And a Summerveld Equine Hospital gift voucher. 

 
Make sure you enter the Marriott Summer Series 2018 to stand a chance to win. 
Summerveld Equine Hospital wishes to promote the health, soundness and wellbeing of horses by holding 
the Ultimate Performers competition. 
  



   
 

SUMMERVELD EQUINE HOSPITAL 
LOYALTY PLAN 

 
Summerveld Equine Hospital loyalty plan options have been designed to ensure affordable veterinary care 
for your horses. Please contact our vets or the practice for more information. 
 
Join our loyalty plan. We can customize the benefits to meet your needs. Contact us today for more 
information. 
 
As clients of our practice you are eligible to join one of our loyalty plans and ensure you start saving on your 
veterinary services. 


